
“Top 10”

1. DRIVE: THE SURPRISING TRUTH ABOUT WHAT MOTIVATES US,  
BY DANIEL PINK. 
According to Pink (A Whole New Mind), everything we think we know about what 
motivates us is wrong. He pits the latest scientific discoveries about the mind against the 
outmoded wisdom that claims people can only be motivated by the hope of gain and 
the fear of loss. Pink cites a dizzying number of studies revealing that carrot and stick 
can actually significantly reduce the ability of workers to produce creative solutions to 
problems. What motivates us once our basic survival needs are met is the ability to grow 
and develop, to realize our fullest potential. Case studies of Google’s 20 percent time 
(in which employees work on projects of their choosing one full day each week) and 
Best Buy’s Results Only Work Environment (in which employees can work whenever 
and however they choose—as long as they meet specific goals) demonstrate growing 
endorsement for this approach. A series of appendixes include further reading and tips 
on applying this method to businesses, fitness and child-rearing. Drawing on research in 
psychology, economics and sociology, Pink’s analysis—and new model—of motivation 
offers tremendous insight into our deepest nature. (Jan.) 
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights 
reserved.

 

“Top 10” Professional Reading List for Educators
Joe Crozier, Chief Administrator

This is the ninth year that I’m providing my “Top 10” Professional Reading List for 
Educators and as in the past I am pleased to continue sharing books with you that I 
have found beneficial for my personal and professional growth.

Today’s teachers in schools are faced with an increasingly difficult and important 
challenge of providing a quality education for every student. Our goal as an 
AEA is to help you meet that challenge through active partnerships and quality 
programs. My hope is that my 2011 “Top 10” list will encourage you to take charge 
of your professional development and read books and journals that will improve 
your leadership as a teacher or leader in our schools. All educators, teachers, 
administrators, coaches, assistants, and support staff must take responsibility to 
provide leadership in the educational setting.

Great Prairie AEA is working differently to positively impact every student in every classroom and I believe 
the titles that I provide this year will help add depth and breadth to an educational leader’s development at 
any stage of their career.

The books are listed in no particular order. Please remember that all of these books can be found in the 
Great Prairie AEA professional library in print and, if available, audio version.

Happy Reading!



2. DELIVERING HAPPINESS: A PATH TO PROFITS, PASSION, AND PURPOSE, BY 
TONY HSIEH.
Zappos CEO Hsieh offers a compelling account of his transformation from callow 
Harvard student entrepreneur through his years as a dot-com wunderkind to the creator 
of a formidable brand. Interest might flag as Hsieh, fresh off selling his Internet company 
LinkExchange to Yahoo in 1999 for $265 million, kvetches about lacking fulfillment. But as 
the tech boom bursts, and Hsieh confronts his dwindling investments, his story comes 
alive. As the funding for his incubator companies dries up and one of his most promising 
startups, Zappos.com, a shoe retailer, seems doomed, Hsieh blossoms into a mature 
businessperson, slashing expenses and presciently making customer service the essence 
of the company’s brand. The story becomes suspenseful as Hsieh recounts the stress 
of operating in survival mode, liquidating his assets to fund the company in its darkest 
days and seeking out an 11th-hour loan. By the time Zappos is acquired by Amazon for 
more than $1.2 billion in 2009, Hsieh and his team had built a unique corporate culture 
dedicated to employee empowerment and the promise of delivering happiness though 
satisfied customers and a valued workforce. An uplifting tale of entrepreneurial success, 
personal growth, and redemption. (June) 
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights 
reserved.

3. SCHOOLS CANNOT DO IT ALONE: BUILDING PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR 
AMERICA’S PUBLIC SCHOOLS, BY JAMIE VOLLMER. 
Schools Cannot Do It Alone tells of Jamie Vollmer’s extraordinary journey through the 
land of public education. His experiences lead him to two critical discoveries. First, we 
have a systems problem, not a people problem. We must change the system to get the 
graduates we need. Second, we cannot touch the system without touching the culture 
of the surrounding town; everything that goes on inside a school is tied to local attitudes, 
values, traditions, and beliefs. Drawing on his work in hundreds of districts, Jamie offers 
teachers, administrators, board members, and their allies a practical program to secure 
the understanding, trust, permission, and support they need to change the system and 
increase student success. --Enlightenment Press 

4. LINCHPIN: ARE YOU INDESPENSABLE?, BY SETH GODIN. 
In bestsellers such as Purple Cow and Tribes, Seth Godin taught readers how to make 
remarkable products and spread powerful ideas. But this book is different. It’s about you - 
your choices, your future, and your potential to make a huge difference in whatever field 
you choose. There used to be two teams in every workplace: management and labor. 
Now there’s a third team, the linchpins. These people invent, lead (regardless of title), 
connect others, make things happen, and create order out of chaos. They figure out what 
to do when there’s no rule book. They delight and challenge their customers and peers. 
They love their work, pour their best selves into it, and turn each day into a kind of art. 
Linchpins are the essential building blocks of great organizations. Like the small piece of 
hardware that keeps a wheel from falling off its axle, they may not be famous but they’re 
indispensable. And in today’s world, they get the best jobs and the most freedom.



5. WHY WORK SUCKS AND HOW TO FIX IT: NO SCHEDULES, NO MEETINGS, 
NO JOKE – THE SIMPLE CHANGE THAT CAN MAKE YOUR JOB TERRIFIC, BY 
CALI RESSLER AND JODY THOMPSON. 
Do you hate cramming all of your errands into the weekend? Do you resent having to 
beg permission to watch your kid’s weekday soccer game? Are you tired of seeing people 
who aren’t very good at their jobs get promoted because they arrive early and stay late? 
There’s got to be a better way—and there is! Cali Ressler and Jody Thompson show 
that everyone benefits when we change the focus from hours to outcomes. It’s just that 
our traditional definition of work—Monday through Friday, nine to five—doesn’t make 
sense in the always-on global economy. So, Ressler and Thompson created the Results-
Only Work Environment. In a ROWE, you control when, where, and how long you 
work. As long as you meet your objectives, the way you spend your time is entirely up 
to you. Suddenly, work isn’t a place you go, it’s a thing you do. In a ROWE, there are no 
mandatory meetings or fixed schedules. You stop doing any activity that wastes time, and 
no one criticizes you for “leaving early” or “coming in late.” If you do your best work at 
midnight or on Sundays, go for it! 

6. TRIBES: WE NEED YOU TO LEAD US, BY SETH GODIN. 
Short on pages but long on repetition, this newest book by Godin (Purple Cow) argues 
that lasting and substantive change can be best effected by a tribe: a group of people 
connected to each other, to a leader and to an idea. Smart innovators find or assemble 
a movement of similarly minded individuals and get the tribe excited by a new product, 
service or message, often via the Internet (consider, for example, the popularity of the 
Obama campaign, Facebook or Twitter). Tribes, Godin says, can be within or outside a 
corporation, and almost everyone can be a leader; most are kept from realizing their 
potential by fear of criticism and fear of being wrong. The book’s helpful nuggets are 
buried beneath esoteric case studies and multiple reiterations: we can be leaders if 
we want, tribes are the way of the future and change is good. On that last note, the 
advice found in this book should be used with caution. Change isn’t made by asking 
permission, Godin says. Change is made by asking forgiveness, later. That may be true, 
but in this economy and in certain corporations, it may also be a good way to lose a job. 
(Oct.) Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights 
reserved.

7. SWITCH: HOW TO CHANGE THINGS WHEN CHANGE IS HARD, BY DAN 
AND CHIP HEATH. 
The Heath brothers (coauthors of Made to Stick) address motivating employees, family 
members, and ourselves in their analysis of why we too often fear change. Change is 
not inherently frightening, but our ability to alter our habits can be complicated by the 
disjunction between our rational and irrational minds: the self that wants to be swimsuit-
season ready and the self that acquiesces to another slice of cake anyway. The trick is 
to find the balance between our powerful drives and our reason. The authors’ lessons 
are backed up by anecdotes that deal with such things as new methods used to reform 
abusive parents, the revitalization of a dying South Dakota town, and the rebranding of 
megastore Target. Through these lively examples, the Heaths speak energetically and 
encouragingly on how to modify our behaviors and businesses. This clever discussion is an 
entertaining and educational must-read for executives and for ordinary citizens looking 
to get out of a rut. (Mar.)  Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed 
Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.



8. THE GENIUS IN ALL OF US: WHY EVERYTHING YOU’VE BEEN TOLD ABOUT 
GENETICS, TALENT, AND IQ IS WRONG, BY DAVID SHENK. 
Intent on burying the concept of inborn genius, Shenk uses the 128 pages of “The 
Argument” to drive home how mistaken the notion of being genetically destined at 
birth to be a Mozart or a Michael Jordan is. For genes aren’t the inalterable essences 
that environmental effects merely help out; rather, genes and environment interact to 
realize a person’s potential in a constant and complicated process that Shenk attractively 
exemplifies through the athletic life of Ted Williams, who began hitting practice at age six 
and, equally important, never gave it up; also, considered to have magically sharp sight, 
he tested only high normal upon entering naval aviation—the thing was, he developed 
himself to, as Ty Cobb said, “see more of the ball than any man alive.” En route to the 
startling revelation that Lamarckism (variation by inheritance, not Darwinian natural 
selection) has truth in it, after all, Shenk corrects common knowledge about what twin 
studies and IQ tests really show; clarifies the arguably most misunderstood genetics term, 
heritable; and scientifically revives faith in not just practice and determination but also 
parenting and lifestyle as crucial factors, along with genes, in the realization of talents. 
Since this flies in the face of a century of genetic determinism, Shenk employs the equally 
engrossing 141 pages of “The Evidence” to cite, quote, paraphrase, and comment upon 
the sources for virtually every assertion in “The Argument.” --Ray Olson

9. SEVEN LESSONS FOR LEADING IN CRISIS, BY BILL GEORGE. 
One of the country’s most trusted leaders offers time-tested and real world advice for 
leading in economic hard times. From business giant Bill George, the acclaimed author of 
Wall Street Journal’s bestseller True North, comes the just-in-time guide for anyone in a 
leadership position facing today’s unprecedented economic challenges. The former CEO 
of Medtronic draws from his own in-the-trenches experience and lessons from leaders 
(representing an array of companies) who have weathered tough economic storms. 
With straight talk and clear directions, George shows leaders specifically what they must 
do to become strong leaders and survive any crisis. His seven lessons include: Face Reality, 
Starting with Yourself; Never Waste a Good Crisis; and Be Aggressive: This is Your Best 
Chance to Win in the Market. Seven Lesson for Leading in Crisis is a survival kit for 
anyone in a leadership position.

10. CULTURALLY PROFICIENT EDUCATION: AN ASSET-BASED RESPONSE TO 
CONDITIONS OF POVERTY, BY RANDALL B. LINDSEY, MICHELLE S. KARNS, 
AND KEITH T. MYATT. 
“Students in poverty circumstances need us more than ever. This book provides 
tools, resources, and thought-provoking vignettes to illustrate what can transform 
our educational practice to meet the needs of all kids. After reading this book, I am 
astounded by how we have compartmentalized educational programming to reduce 
achievement gaps and yet, after decades of research, found this to be ineffective. 
This new application for cultural proficiency is a testament to the educator-student 
relationship based on respect, understanding, and a common purpose, no matter what 
the background or culture of the student happens to be. We can’t afford for more 
students to disengage from education. Thankfully, the authors frame that for us in a way 
that builds on where we are in our learning and moves us forward toward a positive, 
asset-building environment rather than a destructive deficit mind-set.” (Kathleen Gavin, 



Coordinator of Professional Development) “Before we can look at our students in a way 
that emphasizes what strengths and skills they bring to the classroom, we need to look at 
ourselves, our biases, and preconceptions. This book is an interactive model that uses the 
tools of cultural proficiency as a lens to look not only at our students, but also ourselves. 
This self-reflection enables us to be more effective for all our students.” (Rick Mooradian, 
Teacher ) 

**Summaries adapted from www.amazon.com and www.barnesandnoble.com by Joseph 
M. Crozier, Great Prairie AEA, 12/20/10

This “Top 10” list provides thought provoking and motivating learning for administrators, 
teachers, administrative teams, and building faculties. This list is in no particular order. 
It contains many books that I have found beneficial for my personal and professional 
growth. Happy Reading!


